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Referencia: 1

VYATFCF02-14

Address:

TAIPEI CITYLocation:

tHIS SUMMER WE MEET THE MOST BEATIFUL BAYS IN PENGName:
Name:

2014Year:Code:

Url: www.volunteermatch.org.tw

CULT-KIDS  - Cultural - Work with kidsProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:02/08/2014Final Date:21/07/2014Initial Date:

2Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

VYA-TFCF-02-14, THIS SUMMER, WE MEET THE MOST BEAUTIFUL BAYS IN 
PENGHU. Taipei taoyuan international airport

21/07-02/08/14 EDU  , 18 ans. 10 VOLS



WORK: &#61548; Provide international experience to children and youth by 
cross-cultural music, dances, stories, games, etc. during the activities.

&#61548; Introduce your home countries by sharing special food, songs, dances, 
dresses, games, etc.

&#61548; Learn more about the community and local life through community 
services and culture visit.

&#61548; Plan the summer activities with local volunteers for children.

&#61548; Make handicrafts and charity bazaar.

&#61548; Help with daily meals and maintain orders during your stay.

ACCOMODATION: &#61548; Most of time, we may stay at the office of TFCF 
Penghu Branch, but in last day, we will home stay with local volunteers (Sleeping 
bag is needed, please have your sleeping bag ready).

&#61548; There are air conditioners and washing machine in the accommodation. 
Several toilets and (at least one) shower room are facilitated in the 
accommodation.

LANGUAGE: ENGLISH / and : Chinese

LOCATION: &#61548; Most of time, we may stay at the office of TFCF Penghu 
Branch, but in last day, we will home stay with local volunteers (Sleeping bag is 
needed, please have your sleeping bag ready).

&#61548; There are air conditioners and washing machine in the accommodation. 
Several toilets and (at least one) shower room are facilitated in the 
accommodation.



Location: A small fishing village in Penghu County.

TERMINAL: Taipei Taoyuan International Airport

SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS: TFCF is a Taiwanese NGO dedicated to the benefits and 
rights of children and youths. We believe all of the volunteers concern about 
children. Please behave yourself and pay attention to your physical contacts and 
conversation with children during the whole activities. REMARKS: TFCF is a 
Taiwanese NGO dedicated to the benefits and rights of children and youths. We 
believe all of the volunteers concern about children. Please behave yourself and 
pay attention to your physical contacts and conversation with children during the 
whole activities.



Insurance: 

We provide limited amount of insurance up to 2 million New Taiwanese Dollars 
only for accidents during workcamps IN Taiwan.
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Referencia: 2

VYATFCF03-14

Address:

TAIPEI CITYLocation:

LET´S RIDE, EAT, ACTIVE,AND EXPERIENCE.Name:
Name:

2014Year:Code:

Url: www.volunteermatch.org.tg

CULT-KIDS  - Cultural - Work with kidsProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:16/08/2014Final Date:04/08/2014Initial Date:

2Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

Let¿s Ride' Eat, Active, and

Experience', 

VYA TFCF&#8208;03&#8208;14,  08/04&#8208;08/16



Hualien County

Hualien situated on the isthmus on the east coast of Taiwan, with Pacific Ocean in 
the east and Central

Mountain Range on the other side. In between tall mountains and ocean, Hualien 
is the largest county in

Taiwan. Splendid landscape has enriched the pure beauty of nature in Hualien, it is 
composed of

mountains, plains and rivers. Mountains and rift valleys were formed when 
Eurasian Plate slid under the

Philippine Sea Plate millions of years ago, and have contributed to rich 
geographical landscape, such as

the majestic Taroko Gorges and exquisite ShiTiPing pothole. The slower 
development of the east has also

kept the diverse aboriginal cultures.

Since the slower development of Hualien, TFCF Hualien Branch, which was 
established in 1966, aims to

assist children who suffer varied disadvantages. In addition, these children have 
less opportunity and

resource to connect the world. Thus, we want to invite international volunteers to 
visit Hualien and work

with the local youth volunteers to provide best moment for the children and the 
local people. We hope

through the visit of the international and TFCF volunteers, the local children and 
community people can

experience being included by the world.

In this summer, we want to invite international volunteers enjoy laughing and 
biking under the blue and

sunny sky, and increasing children and youths the international learning 
experiences, and facilitating

they to explore their dream about the future. In addition, the international 
volunteers will work with the

TFCF volunteers to provide community and elderly services during the stay.

Aims:

&#56256;&#56442; To create opportunities for the young people and the 
community people to connect the world.

&#56256;&#56442; To encourage inter&#8208;cultural life experiences 
exchanges and help the youth to appreciate and respect

cultural differences.

&#56256;&#56442; To create better community and learn more about local 
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&#56256;&#56442; To create better community and learn more about local 
culture through community services.

&#56256;&#56442; To inspire TFCF youth volunteers to devote them to 
benefiting society and increase their experiences

in international awareness and participation.

Works:

&#56256;&#56442; Biking and hiking with the economically and resourcefully 
disadvantaged youths around Hualien. In

this tour, we will share international folklore music/dance/stories to each other.

&#56256;&#56442; Introduce your home countries by sharing special food, 
songs, dances, dresses, games, etc.

&#56256;&#56442; Learn more about the community and local life through 
community services.

&#56256;&#56442; Help with daily meals and maintain orders during your stay.

13

Accommodation: Stay at the office of TFCF Hualien Branch, there are air 
conditioners, washing machine,

several toilets and shower room in the accommodation, SBN, CV.

Location: Penghu County, located on the Taiwan Strait between China and Taiwan 
in Asia. It is a beautiful

island county of Taiwan.

T: Taiwan Taoyuan International Airport (TPE), and you can take the bus to Taipei 
(Songshan)

International Airport to transfer to domestic flights (about NTD$ 2500).

LA:

&#56256;&#56442; Culture Visit: Daily experience in agriculture village.

&#56256;&#56442; Community Visit: night market, Chihsing Tan, Katsuo 
Museum

SR:

&#56256;&#56442; Have a healthy body and mind.

&#56256;&#56442; Be patient and passionate about working with young and 
children.

&#56256;&#56442; Have highly proactive and like group living.

&#56256;&#56442; Can bike and should have sport habit for at least 30 minutes 
two times a week.

PF: Volunteers should cover the transportation and living expenses by themselves 
during free schedule



Insurance: 

We provide limited amount of insurance up to 2 million New Taiwanese Dollars 
only for accidents during workcamps IN Taiwan.
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Referencia: 3

VYATFCF04-14

Address:

TAIPEI CITYLocation:

ROCK THE SUMMERName:
Name:

2014Year:Code:

Url: www.volunteermatch.org.tw

CULT-KIDS  - Cultural - Work with kidsProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:15/08/2014Final Date:04/08/2014Initial Date:

2Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

Rock The Summer,    VYA ¿TFCF&#8208;04&#8208;14,

08/04&#8208;08/15



Yilan County

Yilan is a county blessed with natural beauty and a rich culture. It is home to a 
diverse population and

the government concerned with maintaining the beauty of the county. Yilan's 
strength lies in its

community. Through active participation and strong cooperation between its 
citizens and government,

county decisions can be made that fulfill the needs of the county and its members. 
Working together,

the community of Yilan will create a successful future.

TFCF Yilan Branch, established in 1966, aims to assist children who suffer from 
varied disadvantages. In

addition, these children have less opportunity and resource to connect the world. 
This is the fifth year

for Yilan Branch to host the International WorkCamp, from previous experience, 
the local and

international volunteers worked together to provide best moment for the children 
and local people.

In 2014, we want to invite the international volunteers to work with TFCF youth 
volunteers and planning

14

for two projects. One is community service, like painting, landscaping, or 
environmental protection

services, and learns more about local culture through community services. Another 
project is

¿Orienteering with teens¿ to empowerment, encourage and encompass teenagers, 
and experience

different cultural, interpersonal interaction, and develop an independent attitude 
with each other.

Aims:

&#56256;&#56442; To create opportunities for the young people and the 
community people to connect the world.

&#56256;&#56442; To encourage inter&#8208;cultural life experiences 
exchanges and help the youth to appreciate and respect

cultural differences.

&#56256;&#56442; To inspire TFCF youth volunteers to devote them to 
benefiting society and increase their

experiences in international awareness and participation.

&#56256;&#56442; To create better community and learn more about local 
culture through community services.
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culture through community services.

Works:

&#56256;&#56442; Provide international experience to children the youth by 
cross&#8208;cultural music, dances, stories,

games, etc. during the activities.

&#56256;&#56442; Introduce your home countries by sharing special food, 
songs, dances, dresses, games, etc.

&#56256;&#56442; Plan the cultural night for the teenagers and the community 
people.

&#56256;&#56442; Provide community services during the stay.

&#56256;&#56442; Orienteering with teenagers.

&#56256;&#56442; Help with daily meals and maintain orders during your stay.

Accommodation:

&#56256;&#56442; At the office of TFCF Yilan Branch (please have your sleep 
bag ready).

&#56256;&#56442; There are air conditioners and washing machine in the 
accommodation, but you will be expected to

do the laundry by yourself. Several toilets and (at least one) shower room are 
facilitated in the

accommodation.

LA:

&#56256;&#56442; Cultural exchange and visit: Calligraphy, folk game, local 
museum or Suao Cold Spring.

&#56256;&#56442; Night Market Visit: Yilan night market or Lotong night 
market.

SR:

TFCF is a Taiwanese NGO dedicated to the benefits and rights of children and 
youths. We believe all of

the volunteers concern about children. Please behave yourself and pay attention to 
your physical

contacts and conversation with children during the whole activities.

PF: Volunteers should cover the transportation and living expenses by themselves 
during free schedule.



Insurance: 

We provide limited amount of insurance up to 2 million New Taiwanese Dollars 
only for accidents during workcamps IN Taiwan.
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Referencia: 4

VYATFCF05-14

Address:

TAIPEI CITYLocation:

TASTY PULI- LET´S ENJOY THE WONDERFUL FOOD AND LIFName:
Name:

2014Year:Code:

Url: www.volunteermatch.org.tw

CULT-FEST  - Cultural - FestivalProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:20/07/2014Final Date:07/07/2014Initial Date:

2Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

VYA&#8208;Hondao&#8208;05&#8208;14,   07/07&#8208;07/20

Nantou County



Hondao Senior Citizen's Welfare Foundation(Hondao) has been taking care of 
senior citizens for 18 years,

we expect that elders could get a life more complete by our help, and we also 
looking forward to

people¿s imagination changed about the elder living. We want to create a closer 
approach to provide

more exciting experience for elders and volunteers by International Work Camp, 
and also expect

volunteers to embrace this enthusiasm back home to develop a better aged 
society.

Puli Township is in Nantou County where is in the middle of Taiwan, it's the only 
landlocked county in

Taiwan. Hundreds of years ago, a large number of plains aborigines moving into 
Puli, it's also where Puli's

name was coming from. Puli is a very classical agriculture&#8208;based town in 
Taiwan, famed for its clean

spring&#8208;water. Therefore, the agricultural products from here such as 
sugarcane, mushrooms and

water&#8208;bamboo, always have high quality, and Puli is also the original place 
of handmade paper in Taiwan.

Puli volunteer station was set up in 2000 and continued to offer services for the 
elderly who is living in

Puli. Services included helping elderly to go outside and interact with others and 
giving them a chance to

share their special talents. In order to enrich elders' life, we offer services with 
international volunteers,

and also encourage volunteers to open their mind and see the beauty of this town. 
In conclusion, we

hope that people can see more diverse community service approach, and then 
create a better living

environment for the elderly.

Aims:

&#56256;&#56442; To enrich each other's international views by cultural 
crossing, and promoting community solidarity by

community development.

&#56256;&#56442; To take care of the elders we offer more services and 
interaction with them by a creative way to enrich

each other's life.

&#56256;&#56442; Let local young volunteers know much more about their 
hometown, and let international volunteers get
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hometown, and let international volunteers get

the passion to contribute back to their hometown.

Work:

&#56256;&#56442; You will be temporary grandchildren for elders who live alone 
in usual for two weeks to assist their

daily living, such as housekeeping, meals preparation, health promotion plan, etc.

&#56256;&#56442; We will have the opportunity to experience Taiwan's 
hand&#8208;made paper producing, and learning how

to planting crops.

&#56256;&#56442; We will create a local landmark in the community with local 
people by painting streets and walls.

You will have the opportunity to share the characteristics of your country or share 
the experience of

16

how to accompany elders. And think about what you can do for your country.

AD:

We will stay in Da&#8208;Cheng community center for two weeks, so please 
make sure to bring sleeping bags

with you! Daily meals cooked by ourselves.

Location:

The address of Da&#8208;Cheng community center in Puli is: No.18, Dacheng 
Rd., Puli Township, Nantou County

54545, Taiwan (R.O.C.)

T:

It takes about 2.5 hours from Taoyuan International Airport to Puli Township by 
bus.

LA:

Bike tours, Sun Moon Lake tour, hand&#8208;made paper making, etc.

SR:

We are keen to have the volunteer, who has passion for the elderly, also likes to 
work with group; who

has average English ability and high motivation for learning, is willing to accept 
and respect for local

culture.

PF:

Free (Hondao will provide meals & accommodations).Volunteers should cover the 
transportation and

living expenses by themselves during free schedule.



Insurance: 

We provide limited amount of insurance up to 2 million New Taiwanese Dollars 
only for accidents during workcamps IN Taiwan.
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Referencia: 5

VYATFCF06-14

Address:

TAIWAN CITYLocation:

BE A TEMPORARY GRANDSON, PASS DOWN ELDERS`KNOW-HOWName:
Name:

2014Year:Code:

Url: www.volunteermatch.org.tw

CULT-FEST  - Cultural - FestivalProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:07/08/2014Final Date:24/07/2014Initial Date:

2Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

VYA&#8208;Hondao&#8208;06&#8208;14,     24/07 - 07/08

Kaohsiung City



Hondao Senior Citizen Welfare Foundation (Hondao) was founded in 1995 and 
dedicated to promote

senior citizen's welfare in Taiwan. Active aging is the process of optimizing 
opportunities for health,

participation and security in order to enhance quality of senior citizen's life. And 
active aging made the

priority by WHO in 2002. Community plays an important role in Taiwan. Senior 
citizens can live in their

familiar surroundings while enjoying the care and support from their neighbors.

It's the second time to hold International workcamp in Dalio. 

Hondao and Jhongsing Community

Development Association will cooperate to hold Daliao workcamp. There are 7,470 
people in Jhongsing

village, and there are over 1,000 elders cared by volunteers in Jhongsing 
Community Development

Association. There are some elders staying at home alone but they go to 
community to study in the 17 morning twice a week. It is good for them because 
they can make friends, do something interesting and

feel happy through interacting with peers and teenagers. We will interact with local 
elders through

enjoying their classes, celebrating festivals and local feature culture. You will find 
that elders are so cute

and full of skills. Participants will also have opportunities to experience traditional 
local market, night

market, and in free schedule, chat with local people and enjoy the passions from 
them.

Daliao is located in the south of Kaohsiung City, in the south of Taiwan. Daliao is 
rich in vegetables such

as adzuki/red bean (Taiwanese also call it 'lovesickness bean'), soybean and 
cabbage. The output of adzuki bean is 90% in Kaohsiung, and there are many 
desserts made from it. For the people who like

snacks and desserts, Daliao is definitely a heaven. Jhongsing Village we live in has 
multi culture, the

residents include mainland Chinese and Taiwanese, and also you can see military 
housing and historical

temples in Jhongsing village. The residents in Jhongsing village are very friendly 
and have many know&#8208;how/skills. If you are interested in Taiwanese 
traditional culture, Daliao workcamp is your best

choice.

Aims:
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Aims:

Could you picture yourself when you are eighty years old, Let's join the Aging 
Simulation to experience some of the sensory changes that elders may have. 
Activities you may take includes becoming insensitive

to changes in touch, sight, Dexterity and balance. Aging Simulation makes you 
become older

immediately.

We visit local elders and accompany them. We provide services such as chat, hot 
meal service and birthday celebration, etc. You will have a lot fun to help elders 
and have a very good time and memory

with them and your workcampers.

1) To celebrate Taiwanese Father's Day, Valentine's Day and experience varies 
international and Taiwanese culture.

2) To paint for community.

Works:

We believe elders have lots of creativity, but most people think when they become 
old they are

'useless', no 'productive forces'. That stereotype thinking causes lack confidence of 
elders in Taiwan, so

we need to change this situation. 

In Daliao workcamp, we can help elders improve confidence and 'see'

their own 'Value', and encourage elders to 'go out' and join activities in 
community, also find their ossibilities. After Aging Simulation, we can design 
appropriate activities for elders and invite them to

participate. In addition, we play a very important role that we are 'Temporary 
Grandsons'. We hope

elders can have a different experience through the interacting process they can 
feel full of love and concern. Furthermore, you can find a lots of 'know how' 
knowledge from elders. 

It will be very

wonderful because you get alot of  'treasure'

Accommodation: Local district. Sleeping bag is needed (You must bring the 
sleeping bag here by yourself,please). Cooked by volunteers and volunteers have 
chances to cook your countries,

feature food to share with local people.

Location: No.4, Zhongzheng Rd., Daliao Dist., Kaohsiung City 831, Taiwan (R.O.
C.) 'Orth Kindergarten' 18

T: Kaohsiung international airport. 

(40 minutes by MRT about NTD$47).

LA: Kaohsiung city Dadong Arts Center, night market, Pingtung country, etc.

SR: High motivation for learning and more passion for elders.

PF: Free (Hondao will provide meals & accommodations). Volunteers should cover 
the transportation

and living expenses by themselves during free schedule.



Insurance: 

We provide limited amount of insurance up to 2 million New Taiwanese Dollars 
only for accidents during workcamps IN Taiwan.
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Referencia: 6

VYATFCF08-14

Address:

TAIWAN CITYLocation:

WE SEE,WE COME, WE HUG-HOUPI INTERNACIONAL WORK CAName:
Name:

2014Year:Code:

Url: www.volunteermatch.org.tw

CULT-FEST  - Cultural - FestivalProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:17/08/2014Final Date:03/08/2014Initial Date:

2Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

VYA&#8208;Hondao&#8208;08&#8208;14,   08/03&#8208;08/17

Yilan County



Elderly population is gradually increasing, in2050, the number will reach 2 billion, 
and every 5 people

you see will have one elder. However, many countries don't ready for it. Hondao 
Senior Citizen Welfare

Foundation (Hondao) was founded in 1995 and aims to let seniors in Taiwan live 
happy, safe, and dignified lives in their own homes and communities.

 The foundation committed to promoting filial piety and encouraging everyone to 
take care of one's own aged parents and then to extend the same care to the aged 
people in general. Its programs center around three core values: Filial Piety, 
Community Care,

and Dream Never Gets Old. To promote the core value, the foundation set up 151 
service&#8208;spots for elderly in the communities so that they can do activities 
in the communities they live.

In order to make more youth concern about the issue of elderly, Hondao and 
Houpi Community

Development Association would like to extend a warm welcome to youth from 
around the world to Taiwan and  participate in a community development 
volunteer program in Houpi. Long times ago, when

Portuguese saw Taiwan, they shouted and said: "Ilha Formosa," which means 
beautiful island. Houpi community is a small, lovely town, located at the center of 
the east part of Taiwan's coastline. There's not only a beautiful beach but also a 
friendly place. However, this place needs to be conserved from environmental 
damage by tourism. You will help to clean and enhance the environment 
conditions of

the Houpi community and beauty this lovely place as panting wall and 
environmental construction.

Aims:

(1) To take care of elderly living in the countryside lack of resources.

(2) To promote friendship/understanding/solidarity among local people and 
cross&#8208;national

volunteers.

(3) To enrich local people international vision and create a local landmark in the 
community.

Works:

(1) Cleaning up beach and using driftwood to decorate the community.

(2) Inviting the residents of Houpi to join our party. Let elders teach their skills, 
and so do youth. Both of

them can catalyze the relationship through the interaction.

(3) Serving in Community and organizing some events for exchanging different 
cultures like singing your country's songs, dancing, making local food or simple 
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cultures like singing your country's songs, dancing, making local food or simple 
handiwork for local residents.

(4) You will hold a birthday party, funfest or clean house for the elderly who lives 
alone or underprivileged.

(5) Organize some lessons or events like teach grandparents sing your country 
songs, dance, making

21 local food or simple handiwork.

Accommodation: We will sleep at local elementary school. Sleeping bag is 
required. Meals will be cooked by volunteers.

Location: A small township along the coast. Community is located in the northeast 
of Taiwan in Yilan County.

Terminal: Tao&#8208;Yuan CKS International Airport 2.5 hours of bus away from 
Houpi (about NTD$ 260, passengers need to transfer in Taipei to get to Houpi)

LA: Excursion, exchange parties with local people, eco&#8208;tourism (optional), 
etc.

SR: We are keen to have the volunteer who has passion for the elderly, like work 
with group. Willing to

accept and respect for local culture.

PF: Free (Hondao will provide meals & accommodations). Volunteers should cover 
the transportation and living expenses by themselves during free schedule.





Insurance: 

We provide limited amount of insurance up to 2 million New Taiwanese Dollars 
only for accidents during workcamps IN Taiwan.
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Referencia: 7

VYATFCF09-14

Address:

TAIPEI CITYLocation:

LET´S REPAIR THE HOUSE TOGETHERName:
Name:

2014Year:Code:

Url: www.volunteermatch.org.tw

CULT-ART  - Cultural- Art campProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:02/08/2014Final Date:20/07/2014Initial Date:

2Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

VYA&#8208;Louyoung&#8208;09&#8208;14,  07/20&#8208;08/02, Siluo 
Township of Yunlin County



Siluo, this three&#8208;hundred&#8208;year&#8208;old city, has her own 
beauty and 48,500 residents. In 1937 AC. Taiwan was

a colony of Japan. At that time, Siluo made plans to reorganize a modern Town. In 
order to cooperate

with the street&#8208;widening process, architectural facades were removed, and 
buildings, heights were

altered. During 1930 to 1945, there were many unique architectural styles on 
Yenping Street. Within a few years, an 840 meters stretch of street saw the 
construction of hundreds of Art Deco houses, which contains the essence of Siluo's 
history and Culture.

Yenping Old Street has 160 elegant houses remained now. Most of them were built 
80 years ago. At pass time, Yenping Street was the town center, every shop was 
opening and very prosperous .But now, most of the houses are empty, some are 
useless.

 The residents got away from here. Yenping Street becomes silence, the locals 
have no confidence.

 We try to promote the Siluo culture and traditional article here.

We suppose to improve the live quality and self&#8208;respect here. We want to 
keep the street environment,

because the houses are so classical and elegant that we need to keep them useful.

22 We have finished some repair works for some houses, but still have a lot to do. 
So we would like to invite

international friends come to join us. It is not only voluntary work but also Taiwan 
culture learning. It must be a different life experience.

Siluo workcamp is going to fix the house no.362 at Jianxing Rd, gardening, 
cleaning, paining the wall and

repair, and set up the furniture and everything. The place will be helpful for Siluo 
cultural developments.

We plan to build the second Youth Village in Siluo.

Siluo workcamp will also make one Public Art. Volunteers will help the artist to do 
the work, the artist

will teach you how to do it. It will be a work of art, make live quality better in 
Siluo.

Participants will also have opportunities to experience traditional local market, 
night market, visiting

local artists, joining local organization activities and eco&#8208;tourism in free 
schedule. Chatting with local

people and enjoying the passions from them are also a great experience!

Aims

To create a local cultural Workshop and supporting the cultural development in 
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To create a local cultural Workshop and supporting the cultural development in 
Siluo.

To create a public art work in Yenping Old Street.

Helping Siluo's Children to speak English better.

Works:

&#56256;&#56442; Fix No.362 house on Jianxing Rd and the garden. Volunteers 
will repair the windows and doors of the house, and paint the wall. We will make a 
subject of The world: one country, one Image, so please bring some pictures or 
Newspaper of your own country; you will deco your own country image for the 
community wall in the house. Let it be an international house.

&#56256;&#56442; Making 1 public Art. Volunteers will learn how to do the public 
Art.

&#56256;&#56442; English Teaching&#65306;2 hours.

Accommodation:

We will stay in Siluo International Volunteer House. The house is offered by Siluo 
township government,

there are comfortable beds, air conditioner, toilet (3 for male, 3 for female), hot 
shower (1 for male and

1 for female) and has a wide yard and beautiful view, too. Volunteer will have a 
great time here for sure.

But life always has new challenge so we will use the kitchen in House No.81, which 
is the Siluo backpacker house. The backpacker house is just near by the working 
place. And the backpacker house

belongs to Rotary Club of Siluo. They always welcome the volunteers. For their 
kind, we need to keep good management, (to always keep clean, no smoking 
inside building, etc.)

By the way, we will use bike as main transportation tool during the project, so 
please make sure you

have no problem with bike.

* We will cook by ourselves but still have opportunity to eat in the local 
restaurants or packed meals.

* Internet can be available in Louyoung Foundation office&#65292;backpacker 
house and Volunteer House.

23

Location: Siluo Township, a historical place in Yun&#8208;Lin County, located in 
the middle of Taiwan. 50

minutes to Taichung City by bus, 2.5&#8208;3.5 hrs by bus from Taipei City.

MT: Louyoung Culturel & Education Foundation at Siluo &#65288;&#63761;
&#38525;&#25991;&#25945;&#22522;&#63754;&#26371;&#65289;

No.92, Yenping Rd., Siluo town, 648 Yun&#8208;lin County, Taiwan

Terminal: After arriving at Tao&#8208;Yuan international airport, volunteers need 
to take bus to Taipei Bus

Station first. Then take SOLAR &#26085;&#32113;bus from Taipei to Shilo, it 
takes 3&#8208;3.5 hours and costs

NTD$ 330. The bus services every 30 minutes. The SOLAR &#26085;&#32113;
Bus station&#65306;No.11,

Chung&#8208;Shao W. Sec. 2, Taipei &#65292;Tel:+886&#8208;2&#8208;
25583131

LA: Excursion, exchange parties with local people, Soy sauce making, Kong Fu 
exercise, Puppet show,

Bike riding, Night market, eco&#8208;tourism (free day optional), etc.

SR:

&#56256;&#56442; Please take your traditional national clothes with you at lease 
one, volunteer �ill dress your own country cloth in some special event, for 
instance, Opening, culture night and farewell party or whatever when and where, 
just as you wish. That will be very impress to the local people.

&#56256;&#56442; On the last day, we may finish the project around 12:00 
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&#56256;&#56442; On the last day, we may finish the project around 12:00 
(after cleaning the accommodation and reviewing the final evaluation), so you had 
better to book the flight leaving the airport at 19:00 at earliest (we recommend 
you to leave on the 11th or even some days later if you have a time.)

PF: Free (host organization will provide meals & accommodations). Volunteers 
should cover the

transportation and living expenses by themselves during free time.



VYA&#8208;Louyoung&#8208;09&#8208;14, 07/20&#8208;08/02, Siluo 
Township of Yunlin County

Siluo, this three&#8208;hundred&#8208;year&#8208;old city, has her own 
beauty and 48,500 residents. In 1937 AC. Taiwan was

a colony of Japan. At that time, Siluo made plans to reorganize a modern Town. In 
order to cooperate

with the street&#8208;widening process, architectural facades were removed, and 
buildings¿ heights were

altered. During 1930 to 1945, there were many unique architectural styles on 
Yenping Street. Within a

few years, an 840 meters stretch of street saw the construction of hundreds of Art 
Deco houses, which

contains the essence of Siluo¿s history and Culture.

Yenping Old Street has 160 elegant houses remained now. Most of them were built 
80 years ago. At pass

time, Yenping Street was the town center, every shop was opening and very 
prosperous .But now, most

of the houses are empty, some are useless. The residents got away from here. 
Yenping Street becomes

silence, the locals have no confidence. We try to promote the Siluo culture and 
traditional article here.

We suppose to improve the live quality and self&#8208;respect here. We want to 
keep the street environment,

because the houses are so classical and elegant that we need to keep them useful.

22

We have finished some repair works for some houses, but still have a lot to do. So 
we would like to invite

international friends come to join us. It is not only voluntary work but also Taiwan 
culture learning. It

must be a different life experience.

Siluo workcamp is going to fix the house no.362 at Jianxing Rd, gardening, 
cleaning, paining the wall and

repair, and set up the furniture and everything. The place will be helpful for Siluo 
cultural developments.

We plan to build the second Youth Village in Siluo.

Siluo workcamp will also make one Public Art. Volunteers will help the artist to do 
the work, the artist

will teach you how to do it. It will be a work of art, make live quality better in 
Siluo.

Participants will also have opportunities to experience traditional local market, 
night market, visiting

local artists, joining local organization activities and eco&#8208;tourism in free 
schedule. Chatting with local

people and enjoying the passions from them are also a great experience!

Aims

To create a local cultural Workshop and supporting the cultural development in 
Siluo.

To create a public art work in Yenping Old Street.

Helping Siluo¿s Children to speak English better.
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Helping Siluo¿s Children to speak English better.

Works:

&#56256;&#56442; Fix No.362 house on Jianxing Rd and the garden. Volunteers 
will repair the windows and doors of the

house, and paint the wall. We will make a subject of ¿The world: one country, one 
Image¿, so please

bring some pictures or Newspaper of your own country; you will deco your own 
country image for

the community wall in the house. Let it be an international house.

&#56256;&#56442; Making 1 public Art. Volunteers will learn how to do the public 
Art.

&#56256;&#56442; English Teaching&#65306;2 hours.

Accommodation:

We will stay in Siluo International Volunteer House. The house is offered by Siluo 
township government,

there are comfortable beds, air conditioner, toilet (3 for male, 3 for female), hot 
shower (1 for male and

1 for female) and has a wide yard and beautiful view, too. Volunteer will have a 
great time here for sure.

But life always has new challenge so we will use the kitchen in House No.81, which 
is the Siluo

backpacker house. The backpacker house is just near by the working place. And 
the backpacker house

belongs to Rotary Club of Siluo. They always welcome the volunteers. For their 
kind, we need to keep

good management, (to always keep clean, no smoking inside building, etc.)

By the way, we will use bike as main transportation tool during the project, so 
please make sure you

have no problem with bike.

* We will cook by ourselves but still have opportunity to eat in the local 
restaurants or packed meals.

* Internet can be available in Louyoung Foundation office&#65292;backpacker 
house and Volunteer House.

23

Location: Siluo Township, a historical place in Yun&#8208;Lin County, located in 
the middle of Taiwan. 50

minutes to Taichung City by bus, 2.5&#8208;3.5 hrs by bus from Taipei City.

MT: Louyoung Culturel & Education Foundation at Siluo &#65288;&#63761;
&#38525;&#25991;&#25945;&#22522;&#63754;&#26371;&#65289;

No.92, Yenping Rd., Siluo town, 648 Yun&#8208;lin�County, Taiwan

Terminal: After arriving at Tao&#8208;Yuan international airport, volunteers need 
to take bus to Taipei Bus

Station first. Then take SOLAR &#26085;&#32113;bus from Taipei to Shilo, it 
takes 3&#8208;3.5 hours and costs

NTD$ 330. The bus services every 30 minutes. The SOLAR &#26085;&#32113;
Bus station&#65306;No.11,

Chung&#8208;Shao W. Sec. 2, Taipei &#65292;Tel:+886&#8208;2&#8208;
25583131

LA: Excursion, exchange parties with local people, Soy sauce making, Kong Fu 
exercise, Puppet show,

Bike riding, Night market, eco&#8208;tourism (free day optional), etc.

SR:

&#56256;&#56442; Please take your traditional national clothes with you at lease 
one, volunteer will dress your own

country cloth in some special event, for instance, Opening, culture night and 
farewell party or

whatever when and where, just as you wish. That will be very impress to the local 
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whatever when and where, just as you wish. That will be very impress to the local 
people.

&#56256;&#56442; On the last day, we may finish the project around 12:00 
(after cleaning the accommodation and

reviewing the final evaluation), so you had better to book the flight leaving the 
airport at 19:00 at

earliest (we recommend you to leave on the 11th or even some days later if you 
have a time.)



Insurance: 

We provide limited amount of insurance up to 2 million New Taiwanese Dollars 
only for accidents during workcamps IN Taiwan.
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Referencia: 8

VYATFCF10-14

Address:

TAIPEI CITYLocation:

LUIGUI, MY HAPPINESS SHOPName:
Name:

2014Year:Code:

Url: www.volunteermatch.org.tw

RENO  - Restoration renovationProject:

30Max Age:18Min Age:19/08/2014Final Date:06/08/2014Initial Date:

2Places:

Descripction of 
Workcamp:

VYA&#8208;Luigui&#8208;10&#8208;14,  08/06&#8208;08/19, 

Kaohsiung,  City



In August 2014 Liugui takes place the first International Work Camp, across three 
communities (&#26032;&#30332;&#12289;&#33622;

&#28611;&#12289;&#23542;&#63789;), working on the theme of ¿community 
interactions¿: biking together to the community for

breakfast, to arrange the Pingpu cultural experience, the ecological protection, the 
community visits and

the English interactive teaching¿ ect. These are all loved by the participants and 
community residents.

Furthermore, there are beautiful national painting walls (Japan, Korea, Hong Kong, 
Italy, France, Taiwan)

built at the entrance of &#26032;&#30332;big bridge, the most important bridge 
of uniting these three communities.

This makes the residents pay more intention to this lovely land. In October 2013 
the painting walls was

made and completed by the community and the general public. Also a new shop 
has been established

for selling Liugui products. We name it ¿Liugui Happiness Shop¿.

24

Happiness Shop makes dreams and more space to the community. Liugui Social 
Bureau Centre will guide

the local women to create their own small stores, promoted with six themes 
including "Culture",

"education", "sightseeing", "ecology", "industry", "welfare". The purpose is to 
present the best of Liugui

to everyone. Also through Happiness Shop the community can find the 
self&#8208;confidence and his own

identity back in town.

The theme for the year 2014 is to invite you as a member of Happiness Shop.

The main tasks include as below:

(1) To do the creations and decorations for shops

(2) To participate the local production and sales (like new tea,

dried mango¿ect.)

(3) Community fun: borderless music

(4) Community cares on interactive activities for elders and kids.

(5) To join the community ecological trips, and to do the sharing.

Are you ready for this happy journey yet? We invite you to come along Liugui!



Insurance: 

We provide limited amount of insurance up to 2 million New Taiwanese Dollars 
only for accidents during workcamps IN Taiwan.
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only for accidents during workcamps IN Taiwan.
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Ref.AgesCode Type Date PlacesWorkcamp

Codes Order

Taiwan

tHIS SUMMER WE MEET THE MOST 
BEATIFUL BAYS IN PENG

 221/07/2014 - 02/08/2014CULT-KIDSVYATFCF02-14 18 - 30  1 

LET´S RIDE, EAT, ACTIVE,AND 
EXPERIENCE.

 204/08/2014 - 16/08/2014CULT-KIDSVYATFCF03-14 18 - 30  2 

ROCK THE SUMMER  204/08/2014 - 15/08/2014CULT-KIDSVYATFCF04-14 18 - 30  3 

TASTY PULI- LET´S ENJOY THE 
WONDERFUL FOOD AND LIF

 207/07/2014 - 20/07/2014CULT-FESTVYATFCF05-14 18 - 30  4 

BE A TEMPORARY GRANDSON, PASS 
DOWN ELDERS`KNOW-HOW

 224/07/2014 - 07/08/2014CULT-FESTVYATFCF06-14 18 - 30  5 

WE SEE,WE COME, WE HUG-HOUPI 
INTERNACIONAL WORK CA

 203/08/2014 - 17/08/2014CULT-FESTVYATFCF08-14 18 - 30  6 

LET´S REPAIR THE HOUSE TOGETHER  220/07/2014 - 02/08/2014CULT-ARTVYATFCF09-14 18 - 30  7 

LUIGUI, MY HAPPINESS SHOP  206/08/2014 - 19/08/2014RENOVYATFCF10-14 18 - 30  8 

Total Nº Campos:   8 Total Nº Plazas:  16 
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Ref.AgesCode Type Date PlacesWorkcamp

Dates Order

TASTY PULI- LET´S ENJOY THE 
WONDERFUL FOOD AND LIF

 207/07/2014 - 20/07/2014CULT-FESTVYATFCF05-14 18 - 30  4 

LET´S REPAIR THE HOUSE TOGETHER  220/07/2014 - 02/08/2014CULT-ARTVYATFCF09-14 18 - 30  7 
tHIS SUMMER WE MEET THE MOST 
BEATIFUL BAYS IN PENG

 221/07/2014 - 02/08/2014CULT-KIDSVYATFCF02-14 18 - 30  1 

BE A TEMPORARY GRANDSON, PASS 
DOWN ELDERS`KNOW-HOW

 224/07/2014 - 07/08/2014CULT-FESTVYATFCF06-14 18 - 30  5 

WE SEE,WE COME, WE HUG-HOUPI 
INTERNACIONAL WORK CA

 203/08/2014 - 17/08/2014CULT-FESTVYATFCF08-14 18 - 30  6 

ROCK THE SUMMER  204/08/2014 - 15/08/2014CULT-KIDSVYATFCF04-14 18 - 30  3 
LET´S RIDE, EAT, ACTIVE,AND 
EXPERIENCE.

 204/08/2014 - 16/08/2014CULT-KIDSVYATFCF03-14 18 - 30  2 

LUIGUI, MY HAPPINESS SHOP  206/08/2014 - 19/08/2014RENOVYATFCF10-14 18 - 30  8 

Total Nº Campos:   8 Total Nº Plazas:  16 
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